
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS: V 

 

Subject: Science                                                 Date: 18/05/2020 

Topic: Circulatory System                                Time Limit: 30 Mins 

Worksheet No.: 7 

 

[Copy the questions following the notes and solve them on a sheet of paper date 
wise. Keep the worksheets ready in a file to be submitted on the opening day.] 

 

 

Q 8. Write the functions of the following: 

a) RBC         b) WBC         c) Platelets  

Ans. a) Functions of Red Blood Cells:- They carry oxygen and nutrients  

             throughout the body. 

b) Functions of White Blood Cells:- These cells help to fight 

infections and help the body to resist against diseases. 

c) Functions of Platelets:- These blood cells help to stop bleeding 

if there is a cut. 

 



Q 9. Challenge Questions: 

a) Sonal had a minor cut in her finger while slicing apples. She saw 

blood coming out of the wound but it stopped after some time. 

Ans. The bleeding stopped after some time because the platelets  

         present in the blood allowed the blood to clot, and stop the  

         bleeding. 

b) Our face turns red when we exercise. 

Ans. When we exercise, our muscles need more oxygen. Therefore,  

         the heart starts beating faster to provide more blood to the  

         muscles. It is because of the rapid blood circulation that our  

         face turns red. 

 

Q 10. Give reasons for the following statements: 

a) Veins have valves but arteries do not. 

     Ans. The main function of the valves in veins is to prevent the  

     backflow of blood. Blood in the arteries, after being pumped        

     by the heart, is under much higher pressure than blood in  

     the veins. So there is no need for valves in arteries to  

     prevent backflow. 

b) Heart produces the characteristic lubb-dubb sound. 

Ans. The heart contracts and relaxes alternately during pumping of  

         blood. The lubb sound is produced during contraction  



       phase of the heart, and the dubb sound is produced during  

       relaxation phase of the heart. 

 

 

 


